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Abstract

The coefflclents α_ and α+ in the alignment terms′  スα
ttE′

in the B-ray angular distributions from aligned L2, and 12*

were determined for a definite conclusi-on on the second class

current, where A is the nuclear alignment and E is the B-ray

- energy. polarized 12g urrd 12* r"r. produced through tt",u"p)12e
o

and ・
OB(3He′

n)・
2面

.  The p。 ■arizations were converted to

alignments by use of NMR technique.  Amounts of the nuclear

alignmentC were ス(・
2B)基  ±0。 ■4 andぇ (・

2N)～  ±0.29, which ttere

dё term■ ned by use of the po■ arュ zations measured before and

after the cOnvers■ons.  Tle prOductivity   of ・
2B and 

・
2N waζ

increased using a rotating target system.  T,p■ 9a■ β_ray
l

counting rates were 、2000 dps and ～50 cps fOr ・
2B and 

・
2N′

respective■y.  Spur■ ous cOntr■ butions to the values of α
軍

・          due to β―deCay branches and unwanted scattered β rays were

shown to be negligib■ y smOl■  ュn the measurementl of the a■ ignlnent

terms.  The sign, of the a■ ignments were detёrmined from the

measurements of thё  β―γ angular correlations in the a■ igned
■2B and 12N.  Thus the sign of q+ was presently determ.ned

to be *+.0.

As the results the coefficients 0-

cr- - +(0.00610,018) z/Mev fo" l2s,

0+ = -(0.273!0.041) 4/MeV for 12*.

and cr* were determined as

The difference′  (α _―α+)eXp = +(0。 279± 0。 045)3/MeV′  agrees

with the theoretica■  predicttton′  (α _―α+)theor」 =+(° 0270± 01007>/MeV′

w■thout the second c■ass ■nduced tensor term.  ェn comparュ son

with the avai■ ab■e data for cvc te,t′  the PFesent (α _―α+)exp
■s cons■ stent w■ th the Cvc theor, and w■ th absence of the

induced tensor term.
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The sum, (cx,_+ct*) , gives the time component of the axial

vector current. The consistency of the experimental va1ue,

(cr *cr. ) ^_-* = - ( 0 .26710.045) Z/MeV , with the theoretical+'exp
prediction, (o_+cr.*)theory - -(0.26810.007) Z/MeY, without the

meson-exchange current, suggests that the effect due to the

meson-exchange current is small in the axial vector current.
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工.  Introduction

The search for the second c■ ass current (SCC)in thё

nuc■ear βidecay has been active■ y  cOntinuёd sinde the c■ assifi―

cation under C transformation was introduced by Weinberg・ ).  The

comparison  of intrinsic decay rates (i.e.′  ft―value asymmetry)

in severa■  pairs of 面irror Camow―Te■■er(G―T)transitions

attracted the first attё ntion to the Gttparity pr6perty Of the

weak interaction′  because the systematュ 9 trendlof the data at

first appeared to reveal a scc effect comparab■ e w■ th the effedt

due to the Wさ ak magnetism lWM)2)。   Howevei′  土t is now known t6

be very difficu■ t to extract a c■ ear ScC signa■  fFOm tho ft~Va■ue

asymmetry 6wing to the isosPin― symmetry breaking caused by the

Cou■omb interaction.

Less ambiguous tests′  corre■ at=on―type exper■ments′  were

prOpOsed by Morita3)′ 4)′
 H。.stein and Trさ iman5)′  and Kim6).

In this type of experiments′  Scc and WM.can be observed

SepaFate■y from the ■arge,G―T matrix element thrOugh which nuc■ear

structure effects such as the isospttn― symmetry brbaking induced

by the Cou■omb interaction cause a large disturbance ■n extFacting

the SCC s■ gnal from the ft va■ueSo  ReCently the corre■ atiOn―type

experiment, were perforlned:  K。  ,vgiⅢ O,9 et a■ . p,r「oFmed

measurements of polarizati6n terms in‐ the β―ray angular distribu…

tions of mirror transitions in mass― ■2 (A=12) system7).

Ё.P. calapriCe et al. a■go measured a pOiarizatiOn term ■nA=198).

良.E. Tribb■ e and C,T。  9a=vey measured 8-α  む。iralations in A=89).

And N.D.R91in et a■ .轟|lsured β―γ cO=rl■ |“●s in■=20・
0)′ ■■).

童6wever a Few ser■ Ou0 3‐16も■ems sti■ ■ 」emぎi蓋 |き蓋i五ich ihal to be

solved to draw a definitし 、concl

experttmentSe           i11  ‐

| ■| ‐1

1 1:‐  ||:
11:   :.  ::11

1     :||

●
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The difference of B-ray angular distributj-ons between

mirror B decays from spin oriented unclei is caused by SCC and

WM terms through interferences with the currents which have

different G parities. The magnitude of these effects is of

necleon-recoil order, E/M. Here E is B-ray energy and M is the

nucleon mass. In the typical example of A=L2 system, the effects

come in the coefficienLs cr- which can be observed in the
+

polarization and the alignment terms of B-ray angular distribu-

tions. The difference, (o--o,*), is composed of SCC and WM terms

(recoil terms), and is insensitive to details of the nuclear

structure. Therefore if the coefficients oI "t" 
experimentally

determined, we can extract a signal of SCC since the WM term has

already been determined by the Columbi" gtorrpl2) and recentty by

the Heidelbetg gtotpl3) for the verification of the conserved

vector current (CVC) theory.

In the A=L2 system, however, the leading allowed G-T terms

are included in the polarization terms in the B-ray angular

distributions. Thus small amounts of $-ray scatterings and

different B-decay branches'from the mirror decays might cause

spurious effects in the measurement of the polarization t"t*"7).

It was difficult to correct the disturbing effects accurately,

and to draw a definite conclusion on SCC from these measure-

*".rt"7). So it was urged to perform again the correlation-type

experiment in A=L2 system with a reliable method which is

independent of the measurements by use of the polarizations.

In order to perform the reliable correlation-type experlment

in which the B -ray angular distributions from aligned 12g .rrd
12* r"r" measured, w€ developed a new experimental techniqu.l4)

●
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by which a nuclear polarization was converted to a sizable

alighment with a negligibly small polarization. The present

experiment using the alignments with negligibly small polari-

zation was reliable for the search of SCC, since the effects

due to the unavoidable B-ray scatterings and tlre g-decay branches

were shown to be smaII. In addition to the above mentioned

success in the production of aligned 12" and t'*, the nuclei were

chosen for the present study since (a) a detectable effect was

expected, if SCC ever exists, because of the high B-ray energy,

(b) the nuclear structure and the g decay in A=12 system have

been well knorn4) '7) 'L2l ,15) ' t5l , and (c) high productivity of
12e 

"rrd 
12N ru" possible by use of a rotating target system. As

the result, reliable values of o_ were obtained to extract a
+

conclusive result on SCC.

The coefficients ol- also give us information of the nuclear
+

structure such as meson-exchange effect in the axj-al vector

current. As the sum, (cl-+o+) , is composed only of the time

component of the axial vector current, the sum provides us a

suitable probe for the meson-exchange effect since this effect

is enhanced in the time componentlT) ' 18).

In this paper we describe the present experimental procedure

and the results on the coefficients in the alignment terms for
12g .rrd t'*, and discuss SCC and meson-exchange effects in the

axial vector current. In chapter II, we describe the reviewof

experimental searches for SCC. A brief survey of the theory

of the S decay is also given to explain the physical meaning of

the present experiment. In chapter III' the formula of the

●

●

●

β―ray angu■ar distr■lutiOn from aligned・
2B and 

・
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fn chapter IV, the experimental method of the dynamic conversion

of the nuclear polarization to the alignment and the method of

data analyses are explained. In chapter V, the experimental

results and discussions on SCC and WM are described. Finally

the summary of the present work is given in chapter VI.

●
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II. Status of the second class current in the weak interaction

(I) The g-decay interaction

Here we describe the B-decay interaction briefly, in order

to point out a physical meaning of SCC.

Theory of the $ decay was originally consLructed by Fermi

I in a way analogous to the theory of the electromagnetic

interaction. The Hamiltonian density for the electromagnetic

interaction !/ is"'em

H" : "juou, (1)

where jU is the electromagnetic current and AU is the four
vector potential describing the electromagnetic field. Fermi

introduced the g-decay Hamiltonian density by replacing

a) the electrj-c charge e by the vector-coupling constant CU,

a b) the electromagnetic current j,, = i (ilnVUVn) by the weak
u

current i ([pyUr+U,n) ,

c) the four vector potentiat OU by the lepton current
i (il"vu0u) ,

where rf.r's are the f ields of relevant particles and il'= are their
adjoints. Asthe result, we can obtain the Hamiltonjan Censity Y''*,

ノ'w=Cv(ψ pγ口T+ψ五)(ψ eγ口ψν)。   (7)

Generally there are five Lorentz covariant forms as the
a

four fermion couplings for the g decay; they are scalar (S),

vector (V) , tensor (T) , axial vector (A) and pseudoscalar (P)

couplings. In the nuclear g decay we can employ the non-

relativistic approximation for these couplings. In this
approximation the contribution of P comes only from the small

●
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component of the Dirac spinor and is proportional to (kn-kp) /2Mc

where kn and k' are proton and neutron momenta, respectively
and M is the nucleon mass. The contribution disappears in the

limit as k_-k-+0. The detailed study of the 0-ray spectral shapenp
to examine the Fierz interference term b/E showed that combination

of either S or V, and either A or T was possiftel9) where b

is proportional .to the cross term of S and V, and A and T.

The e-v angular correlation experiments in 'uo, 
19*", t"" and

23*" showed that the combination of V and A was va1id19) and

supported the V-A theory. Theoretically the V-A theory was

introduced from the chirality-invariance requirem"rt2o), the

two-component formulation of Dirac spinors '1) , and mass-reversal

invarian""22) .

fn 1956, Lee and Yang proposed the pariLy nonconservation

in weak interactions to solve the 0-r puzzle and jntroduced a npre

general form tot ll*23) . rn 1957, wu et al. found the evidence

of the parity nonconservation from the B-ray angular distribution
from polarized 6oco24l 

.

From the above discussions, the B-decay Hamiltonian density

can be described as

)+ - 1 t(v^ * AL) (il"v^ (r+vuylt,u1-'w 6
F (vi * Ai) (vuv^ (l+ys){"). (3)

For the nucleon current, the explicit form can not be written
down as the lepton current because of the presence of the

strong interaction. General covariant form of vector and axial
vector currents can be described as follows neglecting

off-mass-shell effects and exchange ".rrr"rrtls) ,

●
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|■ =Jp(fvYλ +fwσλρkρ t ifskλ )ψ n'

Aλ = Tp γ5 (fAYλ  + fTσλρ kρ + ifpkλ
)ψ n:

for the e■ ectron decay′
_     士        士            ★

Ч =ψ n(fv γλ+ffλρk`~ifsЧ )ψ p.

州=7nγ5(4γλ~「lσλρk`+ifi卜1)ψ p′    (4)
for the positrOn decay.  Here′

J = ψttγ

 4′
    k = k3…kn = ―k'   and σλρ= [γλ′γρ

]/2i

The coup■ ing constants f's are geiera■ ■y dependent on k7′  and

they are reOl if time― reversa■ inver■ ance holds.  The coupling

constant fv was determined from the ft va■ues in the Ot.0+

trans■ tions′  and fA from the ft va■ ue of the neutron decay

and the β―ray angu■ ar‐ distribution from the polarized neutron

as■
9)′

fv = (3.001± 0。 002)文 10~12■ 3/m2c′

fA =  ~(・・239 ± 0。 0■■)fv.

The coup■ ing ёonstants fw and fs are obta■ ned from the

conserved vector current (CVC) theory. The weak magnetis* fw

is given as fw = - (un-urr) fr/2u = -t:, fv/2M from the isotriplet-

vector-current hypothesis' where Up and U' are the anomalous

magnetic moments of proton and neutron r respectively.

The fS term is zero from the zero divergence of the vector

current neglecting the proton and neutron mass difference.

fp is predicted to be fp=fA/zs, by the partially conserved.

axial vector current (PCAC) theory, in which the divergence

of A^ is assumed to be proportional to the pion field. The ff

term is characterized by the transformation property of G

operation as second class current.

●
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G is defined by the product of the charge*conjugation

operator C and the charge-slmunetry operator U. Under the

G operation Ju transforms as J,, = IGJuG-t, where the G parity

of J-. is tl. The G parities of all the six terms are
u

+■   for th9 fv and the fw terms`

-1 for the fS term,

in the vector current, and

-1 for the fO and the fn terms,

+l for the ft term,

in the axial vector current. The current which has opposite

G parity to the leading term is classified as the second class
1\current (SCC) *' . As fS = 0 from the CVC theory, only the

induced tensor term is SCC.

If the structure of the current A^ (or V^ ) is induced by

strong interactions, the current should have a definite G parity,

unless st:ong interactions are noninvariant under the G trans-

formation. fndeed electromagnetic interactions cause the

violation of the symmetry in G transformation, however, this

effect is small. A possible explanation of the existence of

SCC is the contribution from hitherto undetecLed kind of weak

interactions with anomalous G-parity properties.

In the nuclear B decay, the relative sign of the f,

term to the leading term is different for the electron and the

positron decays as shown in Eq. (4). Therefore, the second

class current can be found in the interferences with the first

class current by comparing the transition probabilities

(i.e., transition rate, angular distribution, etc.) for the

●
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mirror B decays from the members of the same isospin rnultiplet.

This was firstly proposed by Weinb"t9l), and many intensive

studies have been performed in nuclear physics. They are

composed of mainly two types of experiments, e.9., the

measurements of ft-va1ue asymmetries and the

correlation-type experiments .

(2) Search for the second class current in nuclear g decay

a) ft-value asymmetry

The ft-value asymmetry in a pair of mirror 3 decays

was firstly examined by Huffaker and Greuling'5) , and

Blin-Stoyle and Rosi.ra26) in the A=I2 system. The ft-value

asymmetry 6 is defined as

g = ril+/(fr)- - 1 (s)

and is expressed using the coupling constants frs as

δ=は ―:《呻 降リリJ器 ドt同
Here plus and minus signs refer to positron and electron decays'

respectivelyr and Eo is the end-point energy. In a crude approxi-

mation, ltlol-/([ol* l'=L, for the mirror B decays, the ft-value

asymmetry is
δscc=― :《 +ED Reば T/り・ け)

However, the isospin-symmetry breaking due to the coulomb inter-

action causes a difference between the transition-matrix

elements for the mirror decays, and thus produce a ft asymmetry'

6rrrr"l. The order of drrrrcl was expected to be the same as the

one of the SCC effect, dsc" , lf it ever exists. The ambiguity

of 6rrr.r"l is known to be the same order of 6rrr"I itself because

●
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of our imperfect knowledges of the nuclear structure.

Possible 6rr,r"l-itdependent searches were performed by

Wilkinson and Alburger. A dependence of 6 on trj+uol was

examined using the available ft value"2) . The slope of this

energy dependence suggested the same order of SCC with the

order of WM. However, 6rr,r"1 could not be removed from this

slope. 6 in the A=B system was also measured as a function of

Q-value for the 3 decay. The decay rates of t"., and B" to Bg"
l_

were determined as a function of excitation energy of 8ee ,r"itq

the fact that the firsL excited state of t"", to which the decay

take place, is very btoud2T). The result revealed no slope in

6 as a function of fnj+eol. Although this slope was thought to

be independent of nuclear structure, it was recently shown that

the decay rate for the G-T transition to the broad first excited

state has the Q-value dependence, which is also sensitive to the

nucrear s.tructur"28) .

In the extraction of the smal1 SCC effect, the large amount

of the leadJ-ng term was subtracted from the ft values in the

analyses of the above mentj-oned experiments. Thus the result

is sensiti-ve to the difference of the nuclear structure between

the members of the Same isospin multiplet. And thus, w€ can not

draw a definite conclusion on SCC from here because of the

imperfect knowledges of the nuclear structure.

b) Correlation-tYPe exPeriment

If we perform measurements of e-vr e-Y, €-o and e-I

angular correlations as a function of the B-ray energy j.n a pair

of mirror decaysr w€ can extract WM and SCC in the way which is

less sensitive to details of the nuclear structur"3) ' 4) '5) '6) ,

where I is a nuclear sPin.

●
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Recently these corre■ ation type experiments were perfOrmed

in A=127)′  A=198)′ A=89)and A=20・
0)′ 11)systёms.  The results

were as fo1lows.  The expression fo■ ■ows the Holsteinis

formalism29)for a comparison of the varttous data.

The Scc s■ gna■  is represented by d../Ac′  where dェ
ェ is the second

c■ass form factor′  c ■s the G… T term and A is the mass number.

This can be related to the formu■ a of impu■ se approx■mation as

d.1/Ac = 2M fT/fA′  ・ f We neglect the off_mass― she■l effect and

the exchange current,

d../Ac= -3。 5± l    for A=■ 2′

dェ
ェ/Ac= -8± 3     for A=■ 9′

d../Ac= 0.6± 0。 8   for A=8′

d.ェ/Ac= ■.4± ■.5   for A=20.

These values were compared with WM, 2Mf*/fU = -3.7. As seen

in this comparison, consistent results were not obtained from

these experiments. Furthermore, the results of the former two

experiments contradicted to the ones of the latter two. We

cannot draw a clear conclusion on SCC from these experiments

because of the reasons discussed below on A=12, A=19, A=B and

A=20 systems.

In the A=12 system, polarization terms in the angular

distributions from polarized 12" and 12* r.r" measured as a

function of B-ray energy. The observed B-decay asymmetry due

to the polarization was sensitive to B-ray scatterings and

B-decay branches because of the existence of the leading G-T

term in the polarization term
. In the A=19 system, the energy dependence of p polarizati_on

term was measured. The observed B-decay asymmetry in this

●

●
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experiment was sensitive to 0-ray scatterings and annihilation

Y-rays.

In the A=8 system, B-cr angular correlations were measured

as a function of B-ray energy. In the correlations, the SCC

signal appears in a ratio of Wl4 and SCC terms to an allowed

G-T term. These terms are dependent on the Q-value. The

Q-value dependence of the analogue Ml transition is different

from the one of the G-T transitiorr=30). As the nuclear

structure affects the Q-value dependence, the extraction of

the SCC effect from the ratio depends on the details of the

nuclear structure.

The data obtained from g-Y correlation in A=20 system

have a significant quadratic nature due to the second forbidden

term. This fact prevents us to obtain a definite conclusion.

c) KDR model

.A possible theoretical explanation was proposed by

Kubodera, Delorme and Rho3l) for the experimental data obtained

by the correlation type experiments and the ft-value asymmetries.

An off-mass-shell effect on one-body currents and meson-

exchange effects may play a role in nuclear weak processes, since

these effects have nuclear structufe dependence. The SCC

signals from the ft-value asymmetry and the correlation*type

experiment which are denoted by 6SCC "td K, respectively, are

expressed using one-body effective coupling 6 and two-body

effective coupling ). as

6scc = 4λ 」

K=こ +

.L
e) (Eo+Eo) /f a,

●

●

¨
Ｌλ

１

一２

４

］３
＋ (8)

(9)

●
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Here J and L are matrix elements of two-body-transition

operators, which are dependent on nuclear structure. Kubodera,

Delorme and Rho reexamined the experimental results of ft-value

asymmetries and correlation-type experiments in order to resolve

the inconsistensy of these experimental results using Eqs. (8) and

(9). rn the analysis they used 6s"a's which were shown to be

independent of fnj+n") by recent t{ilkinson's analysis. However,

they could not resolve the contradiction between the two'results,

e.g., the one was determined from the ft-value asymmetries and

the correlations in A=8 and A:20 systems, and the other was

determined from the ft-value asrzmmetries and correlations in

A=I2 and A=19 systems.

We summarize here the discussions in this section.

From the ft-va1ue asymmetry we can not extract a definite
conclusion on SCC because of the limitation of our knowledges

on details of the nuclear structure. The information obtained

from the correlation-type experiments in A=8 and A=20 systems

is also dependent on details of the nuclear structure. In

A=19 and A=12 systems, experimentally unavoidable effects due

to the background radiations (for A:19), B-ray scatterings

and B-decay branches (for A=12) disturbed us to draw a d.efinite

conclusion from the measurements by use of the polarization,

though they are theoretically less sensitive to details of the

nuclear structure.

In this respect, the present experiment in the A=12 system

which is independent of the previous experiment in which

polarization terms were observedT), is reliable for the search

of SCC, since the alignment termsr AcrlE, in the angular

0

●

●
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distributions do not include the leading G-T terms. Thus the

measurement of these Lerms is less sensiLive to the unavoidable

B-ray scatterings and B-decay branches. In the next chapter,

we describe the B-ray angular distribution from aligned
12g ..rd 12t in order to explain how the present experiment gives

us reliable data in theoretical and experimental view points'

●

●

●
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m. B-ray angular distribution from aligned 12g trrd 12t

we obtained information on scc and the exchange current

in the axi-al vector curre"nt from the measurement of the B-ray

angular distribution from aligned 12g 
""d 

I2lu'

(1) g-ray angular distribution from aligned 12g .r,d 12N

The decay scheme of ・
2B and 

・
2N iS ShOwn in Fig. ■.  The

ground stateS OF 12B ana ・ :長
 are members of an ■SOSpin triplet

together with the excited State at ■5.l■ MeV of 12c.  scc affectS

the β―rav angular dttslrttbution fro平
‐
aligned nuclei and causё s

the differenCe between the distr■ butiOns from  2B and ・
2N.

The formu■ a of the β―ray angular distribution of the Gamow― Te■■er

transitiOn (17T′  T′  TzF l+′  ■′ 十■ '0+′  0, 0)WaS g■ ven by

M. Morita et a■・
5) in the impu■ Se approximation as fol■ OWS。

W")=に Ons→ gi l∫σ12 pЁ に 。J2Fに Z″ E→ {■ +F“ ′EJ HI:a動  
「

長 {■ TPф (■ +α TE)Pl貯 OSO)+Д α
ttEP2に

°SO)}0(■ 0

Here

t and p    are the electron energy and momentum ■n natura■

un■ t′

E    iS the end― po■nt energy′
0                     ｀

F(± Z′ E)   iS Fermi funCtiOn′

F(E′ E6)    iS t五 9 radiatユ Ve COrrectiOn′

Pn(COSO)   iS Legendre polynoTia・ ′

O    is the ang■ e between the e■ ёctron mOmentum

and the ax■ s Of the nuc■ ear spin Or■ entation

and
P and i    are the nuc■ ear po■ arization and the a■ ignment′

which are defined w■ th magnetiC SubStat9

p6pulat10n am  S′   P = ai a_1  4 = 
・ =3a。

′

al   ab + a_1   1.

15
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●
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4.44

Eoヒ !6.83 MeVEo=13.88
MeV

T=0

Fig. I Decays of the isospin triplet (T=1) to the ground

state of 12" in o = 12 svstem.
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The difference. between the two coefficients s+ in the angular
distributions for electron and positron decays is caused by

the interference terms between the second class and the first
class currents and between the vector and the axial vector

currents. The coefficients o; are expressed by effective
li

coupling constant= 9A, gW and g, as

cx; = 'a (a-b) ,-r r , (11)

where

a = Re (V*/So) , b = Re (Sr/So) . (IZ1

Here gis are rea■  ttf time―reversa■ invar■ance ho■ ds′  and they

can be related to the form factors of a free nuc■ eon as

gA = fA+EofT]                         (■ 3)

9w = xlfw- rcv/2u) l=x[-(un-urr) rcv/2M) -(fv/2w)] , (14)

9T = fr.y GA/2M) , (15)

where the. nuclear parameters x and y are given by

x =1.iT*-, tlrxp/lo1 , (16)
'p

y -1+2ilfrr-.p)/lol. (121

Using the nuclear wave function of Cohen-Kuruth (B-16) 2BME

. 16)type--', x = 0.98 and y - 3.6. We can rewrite the Eq. (11)

17)as
2-

0+ = i(ta +bT-by), (18)

with

●

●

a =― x(嘉 +り)(fv/gA)′

bT   fT/gA′

by = y/2M.

(19)

(20)

(21)

●
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The same formu■ a ■n the elementary partic■ e treatment is

obtained in a nuc■ ear structure independent way15)′
33)′ 34).

The coeffttc■ents αtt in the angular distr■ butions are expressed

by nuc■ ear form factors which inc■ ude the off― mass― shell effect

and the exchange current as
o

o(z)) - F(r)'' 7r(r).aT = 5 lt(Ftt.T -T '/'A ,

where the superscripts (1) and (2) are referred to the first

and second class form factors. For example the nucler form

factor Fo consisted of the two parts as

FA = rlt ) t rj,') for BI

Here we used the approximation'

IrI') l' rolrrl, EolFMl, lr{') I .

・          Under the ■mpu■ se approx■mation′  these nuclear form factors
″
    can be re■ ated to the one― body operators・

5)′ 34)as′

Filt=嘉 I(1+up― un)∫σ+frxp]′

F12) = 0′

Fll)= ―fA∫ σ′

41, (o.r) ]1,

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

●
(28)

(29)Flハ ー fTげσ―椰6/・
∞{/σ r2_3/r lo・ rttL

Thus the formula obtained in the impulse approximation

is essentially the samd with the one given in the elementary-

particle treatment. Hereafter we use the formula obtained in

the impulse approximation except for the case in which we discuss

the nuclear model indePendence.

●
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(2) CoeffiClentS α
平

From the two coeffic■ ents α
tt we °bta■

n ■nfoFmatiOn Of

SCC and the exchange current in the ax■ al vector current.

The diffё rence′  (α _ァα
+)′  prOVides us the sum of weak

●
magnetism term iial! and induced tensor term もT as : (a―

bT)・

The parameter "a" was experimenta■ ■y determined from the

SpeCtral shape factor observed by wu et a■ 。 2)and recent■ y by

Klina et al.■ 3)for the verification of the cvc the6ry.  Using

these exper■mental resu■ ts′  the second c■ ass ■nduced tensor term

■s ettper■menta■ ly determ■ ned.

The sum′  (α_+α +)′  giVes us the by term which is dependё nt

on the nuclear structureo  The by  eFm cOns■ sts on■y 9f the time

component of the leading ax■ al vector current。

(3) Time COmponent of the axia■  vector current and thё  meson―
exchange effect

The nuc■eOns ■n the nucleus ■nteract eac,Othero  This

fact introduces additiona■  currents to the slng■ O parti9■ e

current′  which are ca■ ■ed exchange currents.  The best ev■ dence

for the exchangё  currents was found in the radiative therma■

neutron capture by protOnF n+P'd+γ 35).  The exper■ menta■ cross

section for this e■ ectromaghetic process is ～■0老  larger than

the predicted ヤalue From the sing■ ё particle operatoro  A■ though

the relevent wave function ■n this process was wel■  dcterm■ ned′

■t was known that this discrepancy could not be removed w■ thin

the frame work of the ■mpu■ se approx■ mation.  One― ptton―exchange

current is known tO explain the greater patt 9f thiS anoma■ y.

●

●

●
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For the axial vector current there have been no such

experiments so far. In the axial vector current the order of

a nonrelativistic one-body operator is O(p/Vt) and O(1) for the

time and space components, respectively, where p is nucleon

momentum in a nucleus and M is the nucleon mass.

For a 1ow momentum tranLfer process, the order of the mesonr

exchange current is O (1) and O (p/t'l) for the time and space

components, respectively. Thus the meson-exchange effect is

enhanced in the time component for the axial vector current36) '

rn the o <,> o* transitions3 6) 
'37 

) art" main contributions

are the time component of the axial vector current and the small

pseudoscalar term which is predicted from the PCAC theory.

so this process is sensitive to the time component of the axial

vector current.

The correlation-type experiments also give us useful

information. For examPle, in the A=12 systetn, the sumr (o-*cr*) I

is composed only of the time component of the axial vector

current. Threfore, the sum, (o_+o,*), is a suitable probe to

search the meson-exchange effect-

(4) Comment on the angutrar distribution in an experimental
view point

In an experimental view point, the determinalion of the

coefficients cx; from the polarization terms , p (p/E) (l+(x;E),

is sensitive to the mixing effect due to B-decay branches

and B-ray scatterings. These disturbances produced relatively

large spurious energy dependence of the B-decay asymmetry

compared with the recoil terms, oTE, through the leading

allowed G-T term. on the other hand, the determination from

●

0
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the alignment termsr AolE, is less sensitive to these spurious

effects, because the terms include no such allowed terms.

In order to obtain a reliable result, it is, therefore,

essential to perform measurements with the large amount of

alignment and the negligibly small polarization.
●

●

●
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IV. Experiment

Our new experiment was composed of two parts. The first

part was the measurement of the alignment terms aoIE, in which

we observed B-ray-energy dependence of the angular distributions

from aligned nuclej- 12g.rrd 12n. The other part was the sign

determination of the nuclear alignment which was converted

from the polarization by use of NMR technique. In other words,

we obtained the absolute values of ctl in the former experiment'

and obtained the sign of o1 in the latter experiment. The

details of the two experiments are described in the following

sections (1) and (2) .

(1) Measurement of the alignment terms, AcrlE

The production of polarized nuclei 12e .rrd 12N thtough

nuclear reaction was previously made possible by Sugimoto

et aI.38). They found large amount of nuclear polarization

with small alignment in the experimental conditions to which

present one is essentially similar. The NMR technique

necessary for the spin-ensemble control has been established

in our laboratotyl4).

In the present experiment we produced a large amount of

nuclear alignment by use of these techniques, and observed the

alignment terms, Ad,1E, in the B-ray angular distributions from

aligned 12" and 12x. The experimental procedure is

summarized as follows i

a) production of polarized nuclei (see section (1) -a) ) ,

b) dynamic conversion of the nuclear polarization to positive

and negative alignments by use of the NMR technique

(section (1) -b) ) ,

●

●
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c) detection of β―ray=energy spectra from aligned nuc■ e土

(SeCtiOn (1)― c))′  and

d) COmparison of energy spectra with positive and negative

alignments to derive α
… values (sectiOn (3)).
+

a) PrOductio■  of po■ arized nuc■ ei

We emp■ oyed ・・ B(d′ p)12B and ・
°
B(3He′ n)・

2N reactions to

produce the po■ ar■ zed nuc■ ei′   2B and 12N.  The reco■ ■ nuc■ e■

■2B and 
・

2N were implanted into a recoi■  stopper using the

reco■■ energy.  The nuclear pO■ ar■ zatユ on Was expected to be

perpendttcu■ ar to the reaction p■ ane which is formed by

trajectories of incident partic■ es and recoil nuc■ei (see Fig.2).

We obtattned the po■ arization of about 13t (25Z)at the energy

:[cillilillel]itil・iOli5:di:・ ]!:141:;HE:] :::(I:||.alleat the

expё r■menta■ condition Of the reaction was optim■ zed to obta■n

the maximum po■ arization and the productivity of 12B(■ 2N)by

using the previous data39)9f the po■ arization production.

As the ■n■ tial alignments produced through the nuc■ ear reactions

"ere sma■
l amounts of ～62 for the both cases′  we converted the

polar■ zation to the a■ ignment of s■ zable amount by use of

NMR techniquee

We utilized a rotating target system which is shown ■n

Fttg. 2 and 3′  to improve the productivity of ・
2B and 

・
2N.

The backing of the target was a Ta r■ bbon on which the enr■ ched

■■B or  OB was depos■ ted and the r■ bbon was attached in the

groove of the target ho■ er.  The target ho■ der was rotated w■ th

a period of 60 msec.  The incident beam was pu■ sed to synchronize

●

●

●
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Recoil Nuctei

●

spot on the torget

, Ho Incident beom

I ll Po Produced
* v potorizotionspnng

●

Recoi t stopper

Torget ribbon

Fig. 2 Froduction of nuclear polarization. The 11" or 10"

target was deposited on the tantalum ribkron. The ribbon was

mounted in the groove of the target holder and was pulIed by

a spring so as to keep the target in contact with the groove

tightly for good heat conduction. The recoil nuclei produced

through the reactions 11g (d.rp) r2e .rrd 12e ( 3He, rr) 12N r"r"
implanted in a Mg recoil stopper which was in the center of
the rf coil. The directj-on of the polarization is perpendicular

to the reaction plane formed by the two trajectories of the

incident beam and the recoil nuclei. The polarization was

dynamically converted to the nuclear alj-gnment by.use of NMR

technique.

●
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Fig. 3 schematic view of the experimental setup. The target
was rotated in a vacuum chamber with a period of 60 msec along

the track shown by the bloken 1ine. The nucl-ear polarization

was preserved by the static holding magnetic field during the

flight. It was converted to the al-ignment by the NMR technique.

The 0 ray from the stopper was observed by the two sets of counter

telescopes, one of which consisted of .four plastic scintillators
A,B,C and E (An Bne nE) at 0=0 and 0=n.

● 25
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w■th the per■ od of the rotation of the target.  In every

60 msec the target crossed the beam line for 20 msec when the

beam bOmbarded the targeto  The Feco■ l stOpper was set c■ ose

to the beam spot on the target to make poss■ b■ e to ■mp■ant

the nuc■ e■ which reco■■ed from the target into a w主 oe so■ ttd _

angleo  The beam was stopped when the target ■eft the beam

■ine.  After the target was hidden ■n the radiation― shielded

part Of the chamber together w■ th unwanted activ■ ties′  the

β rays were started to be countedo  The count was stopped before

the target came back c■ ose to the stoppere

The polar■ zation of the reco■ ■ nucle■  ■n flight was

preserved by app■ ying a strong magnetic fie■ d (■ ～■。4 k GauSS)

to decoup■ e the perturbations due to the ■nteraction w■ th the

Otomic elections during the f■ ight.  The magnetic field was

effective also to protect the po■ ar■ zation from the depo■ a―

r■ zation mechan■ sms due to the radiation damages which is

active ■n the ■mplantation mater■ al before the damages at

the ■mp■ antation were sett■ ed down。

The magnetic field was a■ so necessary for the spin¨ ensemb■ e

control by use of the NMR technique.  The homogene■ ty of the

field in the effective area of the recO■ l stopper was better

than ■2.  The stability of the field was better than O.■ %/day.

b) Conversion of the nuclear polarization to a sizable
alignment

The energy E of the magnetic sublevel m-of 12" and 12*

crystal the c-axis of which was set parallel and

the magnetic field for 12g rnd t'*, respectively,

dSt

●

●

in the Mg single

perpendicular to

can be expressed
●
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= ~mhωL + : hωQ (3m2 _2)    for 12B′     (30)

E- = -mho- - + hur^(3m2 -2) for 12*. (31)mLLZg
?Here Larmor frequency oL= yHO and ,e= i"qA where y is the

O gyromagnetic ratio, Q is the electric quadrupole moment

and q is the electric field gradient in the crystal. The

details are explained in Appendix I. The energy levels

together with substate populations are schematj-cally shown

in Fig. 4 for the case of negative eqQ, positive initial

alignment and parallel initial polarization to the magnetic

fieId.

The conversion of the polarization to an alignment was

performed by interchanging and equalizing the relevant substate
a

populations by use of Lhe NMR technique. Details of the NMR

technique are explained in Appendix I. The processes of the

conversion were the same for both experiments in 12e and l2*.

For I2g this conversion is schematically explained in Fig. 5.

Irmnediately after an on-beam periodr 6In equalization rf

field was applied to induce the transition between the magnetic

sublevels m = +1 <,> O (or 0 <> -1), so al, = a'O(a'O = u'_1)

t was realized with a resultant polarization rr. In the next

step, the rf field which was swept in frequency over a

resonance frequency ul (ug) and was simultaneously modulated in

the amplitude as a function of time was- applied for the adiabatic

fast passage (AFP) between m = 0 <> -1 (+1 a 0) in order to

interchange the populations ai and a_r(a*, and a'O). The typical

duration of rf was 2.5 msec and the effective rf magnetic field

was Ha - 7 Gauss for regular AFP and H, - 20 Gauss for double
●
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m =-l

m=o

m=|

Fig. 4

through

m=-l

m=0

m=|

12B 12N

Magnetic substate populations of 12g .rrd 12N produced

the nuc■ ear reactions′  1・ B(d′ p)12B and ・
OB(3He′

n)・
2N.
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fig. 5 Schematic diagram to explain the principle of the
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quantum transition (DQT) at the middle of the rf sweep. Thus

a positive (negative) alignment a+ (a-) was produced with a

smal1 residual polarization nII. The sign of the alignment

was determined from B-y angular correlation. The method is
explained in the section IV- (2) . The alignments At can be

related to the initial polarization no and alignment ao with

the perfect achievement of AFP and long spin-lattice relaxation
time as u' = !3/2 po - I/2 Ao. Simultaneously, with the

perfect level equalization, the residual polarization pfl = 0

is achieved. Then we observed the B-ray-energy spectrum by

two counter telescopes at 0=0 (down) 
""1 0=r (up). At the end

of this observation, the alignment was reexamined by applying

the AFP to the transition between m = 0 <e -1 (+1 <+ 0) and

reproducing a polarization ntII. The data accumulation was

continued by repeating a pair of at-production cycles in 20

times followed by two pairs of normalization cycles which

consisted of the one without any NMR transition and the other

with polarization inversion by adopting AFP on the DQT.

fn the normalization cycles a geometrical asymmetry of counters

at 0=0 and 0=n was examined and also the variation of the

initial polarization was measured as b function of tj-me. A

change of the spin ensemble controlled by the NMR technique

was clearly observed in the resultant polarizations PI, nIf and

nIlI. The polarization was determined from the up-down counting

ratio fi(Q=Q) /W(0=n) and the up*down efficiency ratio eO/en

determined from the normarization cycles. The details are described

in Appendix II. They are shown in fig. 6, where the open

●

●
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and closed circles are the polarizations observed in the

positive and negative alignment-production cycles' respectively.

The difference between the two values comes from the initial

alignment uo. The open sguares are the polarizations observed

in the normalization cycles.

The alignments at in the main counting section Ir were ob-

tained from the observed polarizations pT, P.-.I and etrt by taking

account of the attenuation due to the spin-lattice relaxation and

the degree of the achievement for AFP processes. The polariza-
+++tions ef, oir and er' at the beginning (ti) and the end (tf)

of the section If were deduced from the observed polarizations,
p I, pIt .td eIII taking account of the relaxation time and the

nuclear lifetime of 12" (12u), where the superscripts (t) refer

to the positive and negative alignment-production cycles. The

relaxation time for the polarization, Tl, \^Ias determined from

the norma.lization cycle as

for ■2BI

for  2Nl

●

●

]t. =
■

]tf =

(η
(― ))

(+■ ()

2tP{+)n(+) * nj-)n(-) ]ti― IPll)も lI)]ti′

2 rPS) /n,d) * nS) /nF),., tn {i'*'J;) r rr

is a degree of achievement of the AFP between

O). The details of the derivation of Eqs. (321

●

ri - too msec

ri - 2io msec

The va■ ue

P(士 ) P(士 )

工工 ′  I圧

[i+―ス

[ス

キ
・ λ

where n(+)

m=00-1

+(a' - A ) was calculated at

and n €rs r

ti and tt from n{t)

(32)

(33)
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Fig. 6 Typical examples of the spin-ensemble control in
the main routine. The open and closed circles are the

polarizations observed in the a* and a- -production cycres,
respectively. The open squares are the polarizations observed

in the normarization cyc1e.
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Fig- 7 Typical examples of the spin-ensembr_e contror in
the test routine. The triangres are the porarizations
observed in the test routine for double-quantum transition.
The meanings of the other marks are the same as in Fig. 6.
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and (33) are

the nuclear

values at t.
l_

Ar;' - 36
I

described in Appendix II. The relaxation time

alignment was determined from the two (a+-a-)

and t- asr
't)

F LL_msec ror Bl

Of

●

●

●

●

T金
 ～ 62 msec FOr  2N.

A proper value of the alignment for the counting section II

was obtained by interpolating the two values at t, and t, taking

account of the nuclear lifetime and the relaxation time. The

factors n(t) were determined by comparing Pt and er' observed

in a separate test run with reduced counting section If (tr-tr+61

and | > 0.9 was required to continue the measurements. The

averaged value of alignment observed at the section II was

la+-a-l = 0.27 with lp(+)-o(-) | ' 0.01 for 12s .r,d lu*-u-l=o.sg

wirh lp(+)-n(-) I . o.ot for l2n.

c) B-ray-energy spectra from aligned nuclei

The 8-ray-energy spectra with positive and negative

alignments in the counting section II were observed by two sets of

counter telescopes at 0=0 and 0=Tr which are shown in Fig. 3.

The counters A and B, the thickness.of which were lmm and 5mm,

respectively, determined the solid angle for the B-ray detection.

The cone-shaped counter C, the thickness of which was 2 mtn,

was used to reject B rays scattered by the electromagnet.

The 16cm0 x 16cm plastic counter E is an energy detector by

which B-ray-energy spectra were observed. The B-'ray-energy

singnal was accumulated with the condition that the signals from

A, B, C and E counters satisfy (An Bn e nE). The gates of these
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counters were closed during an on-beam period to avoid the

disturbing effects due to the intense beam burst. In the case of

,the: high counting rate, the pulse-height spectra were disturbed

by the pile-up of the signals. A pile-up rejector was used

for a telescope to remove the pile-up pulses from the energy

signal. Details of these counting systems.-aresdescribed in

Appendix III.

Typicat examples of the 6-ray-pulse-height spectra

together with the Kurie plots for 12e .rrd 12N ut. shown in

Fig. B. The energy scale was determined by the chi-squares

fitting of theoretical spectral shape to the experimental

pulse-height spectra. Details of this analysis are described

in the section (3).

e) Time-sequence program of the cl_ measurement
+

The experimental procedure was composed of two parts,

the main routine and the test routine. The time-sequence program

of these two routines are shown in Fig. 9 and 10. The whole

experimental system was synchronized with the rotation of the

Larget. The motion of the rotating target was monitored with

the photo-coupler which picked up the position of the target.
The signal from the photo-coupler in every period triggered the

clock pulse which was used for the control of the experimental

system. A mini-computer supervised the whole system referring

to the signal from the photo-coupler and to the clock pu1se.

The first and second lines show the time-sequence for the beam

●

●
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and rf control. The incident beam was swiched on during the

time when the target was in the right position and was swiched

off when the target left the beam line. During the beam off

time rf was applied referring t'o the clock pulse. The third and

fourth lines show the rf-frequency modulation for the at-production

cycles and the normarization cycles. And fina1ly, in the fifth

line, the counting periods were shown.

From the test routine, the degrees of achievement for

AFP's were determined for the single quantum transition (SQT)

and the double quantum transition (DQT). The time-sequence

program for the test routj-ne was the same aS the main routine

except for the time duration of the counting sections I, II

and III. Especially the period of the counting section II was

reduced to nearly equal zero (see fig. 10), in order to minimize

a depolarization due to the spin-lattice relaxation for the

alignment in the counting section II.
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(2) Sign determination of the nuclear alignment

Signs of the alignments which were converted from

the polarization by use of NMR technique were determined from

the B-y angular correlation in aligned nuclei 12g .rrd 12*.

Alignments were converted from the polarization by the

method described in the section (1). Here we define aL and

AH for the alignments which are converted by applying AFP to

the lower and higher resonance frequencies, v" and v", respectively.
r' nd aH were determined from the 8-y angularSigns of e'' a

correlation as follows.

a) B-y angular correlation in the oriented 12g .rrd 12x

we can determine the degree of nuclear alignments of
12g .rrd t'* o, measuring the angular distributions of i:he

4.44-Mev y rErys emmitted from 12"'rottowing the B decays to

the first excited state (r =2* at 4.44 MeV) of t'", since the

alignments are transferred to the daughter state. fn order

to reject signals due to background radiations we observed

the $ rays in coincidence with the y rays in the transition to
the first excited state. rn this experiment, enough counting i
statistics of the B-y coincidence were not obtained to determine

the accurate value of the alignment'compared with the determination

from the polarizations, because of the small B-decay branch to the

state. The sign, however, could be determined reliably from the

8-y correlation measurement.
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Thё  β―γ angu■ ar correlation for the transtttion (1+ 阜 2+ 1 0+)

in a■ igned nuc■ ei was given as40)

Wβ
γ"[S(0)― :P2(COSOβ γ

)S(2)]+ :P ICOSOβ
γ

CoSOγ ~C° SOβ ]S(1)

+A[―
:P,(COSOγ )S(0)

~{き P2(COSOγ )-3COS08γ D + :P2`COSOβ
ャ

)

X P2(COSOγ )}S(2)]′                  (34)

where the orientation axis was defined as z axェ s′  then oβ

and Oγ
 are the polar angles of the directions of a 

β―partic■ e

and a photon momentum′  respective■ y′  and Oβ
γ is the anglё

between these directions。   4 and P are thё  a■ ignment and the

po■ar■ zation of the parent nuclei′  respective■ y.  D is defined

as D = cosOβ
 cosOγ ~1/3cosOβ γ・

  工f We neglect higher order

terms such as recoil― order term′  then S(0)′  S(1)and s(2)

are expressed as

S (Q)= l fA 12′     (35)

S (■ )= T p/1 1 fA12′ (36)

S(2)=0。         (37)

In our experimenta■  condition of Oβ
= 0′  Oγ= Oβ

γ= 0′
 Wβ

γ iS

Wβγ∝lT:Pф いS句 ―リーシP2に°S∞ ′ 1381

where the upper sign refers to  2B and the lower sign refers to

lttN′
 and fOr o = 7T′

Wβ
γ
∝1 ~ :ス・          (39)
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Fig. 11 Counter telescopes for B-Y correlation measurement.

The same counter telescope at 0=0 as the one in the measurement

of cl- was used for the detection of $ rays' A 5"0 x 5" Nar(Tl)
+

was set at 0=n to detect the 4.44 MeV y-ray from the excited

state of 12" rhi"h was populated through the B-decay branch of
1a 1')
"N (or -'B) . The amount of polarization was determined from

the B ray counting ratj-o 19(0=01/W(0=r) detected by the two

counter telescopes (An Bn 6 ns) at 0=0 and (An B) at 0=n-

●
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b) Experimental procedure

Aligned L2r.rrd 12n were produced by the same method

used in the measurement of the alignment termsr AclE. Counter

telescopes for the observation of the B-y angular correlation
are shown in Fig. 11. The up-down counting rate asymmetry of

B rays was observed by the counter telescopes; one (an en d ns)
at 0=0 and the other (a n e) at 0=Tr. The .y rays were observed

by a 5"0 x 5" NaI(T1) at 0=n. True signals from the

B-counter telescope and y counter were successively accumulated

for the two aL and aH cycles. fn order to increase the

counting statistics the equalization rf was not used, since

B-Y angular correlation at 0=r is not dependent on the polariza-
tion. The spin-ensemble control is schematically shown in
Fig. \2. The B-ray-energy spectra in the transition to the

first excited state were simultaneously observed using the

B-y coincidence signals for the energy gate of the E counter.

The production rates for aL and aH cycles were monitored by

the I rays detected by the telescopes. This monitor was

necessary in order to normalize production rates in aL and aH

cycles. The detail of the electroniis of the 3 and y ray

detection system is described in appendix III. The observed

B-ray-energy spectra are shown in Fig. L7.

c) Experimental results

Typical examples of the spin-ensemble control in a

run of the sign determination of alignments are shown in
1'Fig. 13 for --N. The open and closed circles are the

polarizations of the aL and aH cycles, respectively.
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Fig. 12 A schematic diagram which explains the method of the
conversion of the initial polarization into the alignments

aL and uH in th" sign determination of the alignments. For
12* (12e) the signs of the two alignments were uL. 0 and

aH > o (rL, o and uH. o).
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Fig. 13 Polarization e* observed in the experiment of the

sign determination of the alignment. The open and closed

circles are the polarizations observed in the aH and aL

cycles, respectively. The open square is the initial polarization.
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12N

RUN NUMBER●

Fig. ■4

The open circles are the results of individual runs and closed

circles are the averaged values.

leviation  △
 F 2{Wβ

γ(T′ДH)―
Wβγ(T′ al)}。
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Typica1 examples of the experimental result for the deviation

Il
_ . wR., (r, ,n") - w'y (Tr , ,") ,

A = 2 { } are shown in Fig. J-4.
*8", (r, aH) + w.y (r , u'')'

From these results the sign of the alignment was determined.

The values of ali.gnments were also obtained by the polarization

measurement to examine the consistency of the B-Y correlation,

since the alighment was related to A ds,

. w.n (n, aH) - w'y (r, eL) , rA= 2{'t E i: }= -=o (aH-u"), (40)
wBy (t , A" ) + wgy (TI , a-\

which is derived from the equation (39): 'Ihe results were

A = 0.lol r 0.036 for t'*,

A = * 0.048 t 0.019 for 12e"

The value of A estimated from the initial polarization taking

account of the degree of achievement and the relaxation time

which were obtained in the preceding measurement was

l- ttq (aH - uL) | = o.L2 for t'*,

0.053 for L2".

The agreement between the experimental result and the

predicted value is good in each case. Thus the signs of the

alignments were determined as

u.' . or u" > o for t'",

u" I o, u'< o for 12*.

The sign of the alignment converted by AFP with vL or uH

from the polarj-zation is related to the sign of the coupling

constant, eeQ, of r2*(r2") in a Mg crystal- The sign of

u" (or aH) for 12* 
".n be predicted to be minus or plus for

minus or plus egQ, respectively, from the energy split of

the magnetic sublevels and the }evel populations (see Fig. 4)

●
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with the present condition that the polarization is parallel to

the magnetic field and the sign of the magnetic moment is plus.

The result of the alignment sign indicates that the sign of the

coupling constant, eeQ, is negative for 12tt in Mg. The sign of
3

the coupling constant is negative for IZe in Mg from the same

discuss■ons w■th 12N. The sign of initial alignment ,o

was also deterrnined from the decrease of polarization after

the equalization by the rf field. The decrease shown in Fig. 6

reveals the sign of initial alignments as

A^ >o fort'*,o

A > o for 12".
o

1t
The present results of the signs of ao and eqQ for --B was

consistent with the previous t""rr1t39).

(3) Data analyses

a) Comparison of the energy spectra with positive and
negative alignments

We obtained the alignment terms Ao_8, by comparing
+

the 8-ray-energy spectra with the positive and negative

alignments observed by a counter telescope.
. l.'

The B-ray angular distribution from aligned "B and

l2trt is given as,

W(0,8,A')=C'f (n) {1Te G/il (1+oIn)Pr (cos0)+aolEPz (cos0) }, (41)

where

C = constant,

f (E) = theoretical B-ray*energy spectra emitted from

unoriented nuclei,

●
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When we compare the experimentally observed spectra, w€ need

to normalize the spectra by the factor C. We used the total

counts of B rays in the energy region used for the analyses

in this normalization. Namely we normalized the integrated

t value of W(0rE,a) over energy E to unity,

/lh"(o,E,A)dn=1, (42)
og,

where (EltuEh] is the energy region used for this integration.

Here we can rewrite the formula W (O,E'A) at 0=0 as

W(0,E,a)=C.f(E) (1;e') {1+ #o+ u}, (43)

where pt is p (p/n). In the following discussions we replace

pt by p for simplicity. Then the integration was reduced to

as follows,
a

《 :咄
Ll)配 J:1諷 動 翻 Ч り h報

ヴ
′ 1441

where   .

E=≪レ可ldE//戦H動配′  Ψ
～   スキP
ス =甲 。             (46)

Fina■ ly the norma■ ized spectrum N (0,EPス )can be obtained

e         from Eqs. (43)′ (44)′ (45)and (46)as

N (0′ EP■)= {(1+スα
ttE)/(■

+五α
ttЁ

)}王 (E)′        (47)

如 =以0万:|ヨ鵬配・ (48)

TAe ratio N(0′ E′ ス
+)/N(0′

E′ Д
~)whiCh does not inc■

ude the

spectra■  shape function f(E)′  can be expressed for the down

counter at O=O as′

RDIEI F /   0
●
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工f we neglect the httgher order terms′ 0(α _2)′  the RD (E)
+

is given by

R3(E)= 1 + (ス
+ - 1「

)α

TE 
軍 (P十 _ P― )α _E

+

_{(1+… λ
~)α

ttE T(P+~P~)α TE}.(50)

For the pO■ arization term we muSt include the effects due to

β―ray SCatterings and βTdecay branches.  So We must rep■ ace

α
tt by 

δ

=(E)whiCh in91ude theSe effects for polarization terms.
Then RD(E)iS

●

Ro (E) = 1 + (e+ -a )cr-E + (p+*p-) 6- (E)

By the same way the ratio Ru(E) at 0=n can be obtained as

Ru(E) = 1+ (a+-a-)o;E I (p+-p-)6-(E)

The value of δ (E)Was eStimated from the measurement
+

w■ th a s■ zable polar■ zation and a negligibly sma■ ■ a■ ignment′

and it turned out tO be ■ess than 52 variattton in the energy

ln our present measurements ofrange used fOr the analySes.

the a■ ignment termS the next re■ ation was eStab■ iShed′

IP+… P~lk舟 IД
+― ス…|。        (54)

Thus the disturbing effectS due to the res■ dua■ pO■ ar■ zation

was small.

(53)
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FurthermOre We can cancel the diSturbing Offect by averaging

)α _(E ― E)
+

(55)

― Д )α _ from the s■ Ope
+●

Fina■■y

Of

●

●

一
　

　

＋

α
　
　
　
α

the both ratioes, RD and Ru, with the same weight as

〕 (Ru(Ir)十  RD(E))= 1 + (■
+ …

we obtained the value of (A

ス

　

　

＋

〕(Ru(E)+ RD(E)).  The eneFgy ranges which are indicated
with arrows in Fig. B, \^rere used for the analyses in order to

avoid the effects due to the B-ray scatterirgs, B-decay branches

and finite counter resolution. The energy ranges were

5 'r, l-2 MeV for 12g .rrd 7 rv 14 MeV fot 12n.

Typical examples of 'the deviation ( R(E) 1 ) are

shown in Fig. 15, where the solid lines are results of the

l-east squares fitting, the dotted lj-ne (-'-'-'-'-) is the

theoretical prediction given by M. Morita et aI .nt) , and

the broken line (---------) is the theoretical result given
A ''1

by H. Behrens*'t . Both of the theoretical values were

calculated with no SCC. The coefficients ol- deterrnined from
-f

the slope of ( R(E) - I ) and the alignment for individual

run are shown in Fig. l-6. By averaging these results the

coefficients o- were determined as

= + (0。 006 ± 0.018) を/MeV′  
｀

= ― (0。 273 ± 0.037)3/MeV.

The uncertainty includes only the statistical error. The

various contributions in the uncertainties of the coefficients

cx- are explained in the following sections '
+

●
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Fig" 15 Typical examples of (R(E)-l). The solid lines are the

results of the least sguares fitting. The data indicated by

closed circles were used for the present analyses to derive

cx- values. The two lines indicated by a d.otted and a broken
+ 4r)lines show the theoretical predictions given by M. Morita--'

et aI. and H. B"hrerr=42), respectively with no SCC.
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b) Calibration of the energY scale

Energycalibrationwasperformedbyexaminingthe

pulse height spectra observed by the energy counter' The

rel-iability of this calibration was checked by comparing the

results with the end-point energies observed for the B-decay

branches to the ground and first excited states of 12c'

The observed pulse height N was related to the B-ray

energy E as

N - Nr"to
, (56)

Nend - Nr"to

where the parameters Nend, Nzero are

point-pulse heights, respectively, and

the end-point and zeto-

E- is the end-Point energY.
o

E=Eo*

●

The three free parametet" Nurrd, Nrero and normalization constant

were determined by the chi-squares fitting of the statistical

shape ef (E-Eo) 2 to the observed pulse-height spectrum' Typical

examplesofthesefittingsareshowninFig.LT.Thesolid

lines in.Fig. L7 are the results of the best fitting' A typical

ratio of the observed spectrum to the result of chi-squares

fitting indicates the goodness of the fitting as shown in Fig' 18'

The deviation in the high energy sid'e comes from finite detector

resolution and the one in the row energv side comes from finite

detector resolution, B-ray scatterings ana B-decay branches'

The corrections due to these probrems are discuqsed in the

section (3) -c) . In the case of transitions to the ground state

(the first excited state) the enerqy ranges of 6-L2 (3'5-7'5)

and 7_I4 (4-r1) MeV were used for these fittings for 12e 
"rrd

tr*, respectively. As the results parameters used in the best

fitting for these examples are summarized in Table I '

●
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Fig。  17 β―ray― energy spectra ttn the β―decay branches of

l2g 
"rrd 

t2*. The end-point-pulse heights for the transitions

to the ground and first excited states of 12" r.r" observed

in order to confirm the energy scale.of the pulse-height

spectra. The solid lines are the results of the best fit of

the theoretical spectral shape to the experimental shape.

The broken lines are the results which include the effect of

finite counter resolution. The uncertainties of the energy

scales were determined to be -4 % for the both spectra of
1) 1)*-B and --N.
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Table 工.

,

End―POint and Zero― Point Pulse Heights

L2e (B-)a)

MeV branch

Ｎ

　

　

Ｎ

zero

end

-17.0■

82.44

。S.

± 0。 06 channe■

± 0。 02

-17。 72 ± 3.46 channe■

49。 ■4 ± ■.48

(50.6★ )
中

N
zero

Nend

-7.55 ± 0.■ 3

64。 97 ± 0。 03

-7.47 ± 3.99

46.48 ± ■.56

(45.8彙 )

●

(・

 5:::]eI:l:e:bI:Iie:r暑 1:it[iebこ r醤員:i:folhe
to the ground State。 )

Zero― point channe■ s and end― point channe■ s for the transitions to

the ground anc firSt exc■ ted states were cons■ stent w■ thin the

fitting errOrs.  The va■ ues of the end― po■nt channe■ s were more

reliab■ e than those of the zero― po■nt channe■ s because the effects

due to the β―ray scatterings and the β―decay branches are smal■

at higher energy s■de.  Thus′  the energy sca■e waS tested by

use of the end― po■nt channe■ s,  The error of the energy scale

(δ energy)WaS determined as                .

,/idtt"rru (g.s) ) 2 + (on."rru (branch) ) 2

● ′   (53)
?n9rgy    Nend(g.S.)―  Nend (branch)

where Neid(g・ g。 )and Nend(branch)are the parameters for the

transitions to the ground and first ёxcited states′  respectivё ■y。

δNend(goS.)and δNend (branch)are the errors of re■ evant

end―point energies.  Thus the errors of the energy sca■ e were

δeneigy = 4.3を
   fOr ・

2B′

= 4.3老    fOr ・
2N.
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Counter reso■ utions were determ■ned for the pos■ tron

and the negatron from thё  energy spectra′  e.g.′  the region

near the end― po■nt channe■ s of the pulse height spectra′

assuming the response function O(Eβ )as′      .

0甲 =オ e場
(号)2

σ = W /Eβ        (E : 
β―ray energy)

where the end― point ehanne■ s and zero―point channe■ s were

fixed.  The resu■ ts are a■so shown ttn Fig. 9。   The reso■ utions

were
1

W=0.4■ 4± 0。 002 (MeV)' (■ 1<E<■ 8 MeV)  fOr 12N(β
+)′

w=0。 296± 0。 001        (8<E<■ 5。 5 MeV)  fOr ・
2B(β―

).

C) COrrections

The coeffic■ ents α  obta■ ned in the present exper■ ment
+

were ■ess sensitive to the effects due to β―decay branches′

β―ray SCatteriigs and some other effects.  Estimation of the

corrections due to these disturbances was made w■ th care.

壼he summary of the cё rrёctions is giVen in this section.

(■ ) Effect of β̀ decay branches

Thё  β―ray angu■ ar distributions・ 7)。 f re.evant

transitions are

W。 (0′ E)=COf。 (E)、 {lTP(p/E)(■ +α
TE)Pl(COSO)+Д

α
ttEP 2(COSO)} (60)

for the transitions tO the ground state (1+ → 0す )′

Wl(0′ E)=Ceflに ){1±:PげE)(■ +α
ttE)PllCOS∞

+静α
ttEP 2(COS9)}(6■

)

for the transtttions to the first ettcited state (■ す →‐2+)′

Wバ 則 =Cfバ 動 叫 Pげ 動 田 α
手
動 PH,OSOl+ス α

lEIバ
CO:♀ )l t621

fOr the transitions to the second exё ited etate t■
+ →10+).

●
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Fig. 19 Intensities (mixing amplitudes) of i) $ rays in the

branch to the first excited state (0.9er(E)), iii) background

p rays (o"(E)) and iv) backscattering B rays relative to

the $ rays in the branch to the ground state. The energy

regions indicated by arrows were used in the actual data analyses.
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llere f0(E), fl (E) and f 2{.E) are the B-ray-energy spectra of

the transitions to the ground, first and second excited states

of L2c. Those fi," include the branching ratioes. The main

disturbing contribution to the energy dependence of alignment

and polarization terms comes from the mixing of $ rays

associated to the $-decay branches-

The angular distribution wob(0,8), which is qiven from

Eqs. (60), (61) and (62) dsr

ユS

β

as

Wob(0′ E)α  C fo(E) (■ +ε l(E)+C2(E))

頬 ■ 年 Pげ 1)は
~〕 εメ E脚 +α_E)Piに OS ω

+

十 ス (■ ―
島

Cl(E))α
ttEP 2(COSO)}′

  (64)

observed.  Here cl(E)and c2(E)are the mixing amp■ itudes of

rays of the trans■ tions to the exc■ ted States′  whiCh are defined

鈍 0三
器

鈍 0三
紺

●

(65)

●

In order.to obtain the coefficients cl-r we must correct the
+

effect due to the transition to the first excited state. The

shape of the function e, (E) is shown in Fig. 19. The amounts

tt 1)of e, (E) for ttB and t'N are the same order of the nucleon-

recoil terms or". As shown in Eq - (64) , the effect due to the

g-decay branch is sma1l in the *"t=ot.*ents of the alignment

terms. The effect is enhanced in the measurements of the

polarization terms.

The $-decay branches affect the up-down counting ratio,

w(0=0)/w(e=T), and so we must correct the value of the alignment

accordingl-Y, since it was determined from the polarizations

p-, P-- and P---. The correction factor is defined as
I' II III

ス = C:r ちもs (66)
●
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where C:r  S the correction factor for this effect′  ス is

the nuclear alignment and ■
。bs  s the a■

ignment oeterm■ ned

from the polarizations P.′  P.I and P.II.  The correction to

the gradient of the alignment term as to the β―ray energy can

be defined as

G = C]r Gobs ,               (67)

where C]r  S the correction factor′  G and Gobs  re the ■deal

and observed gradients′  respective■ y.  The correction factor

Cbr t° the cOefficients αtt for the effect of a β―decay branch

■s obta■ned from the fo■ ■owing re■ ations.

Gobs/ス。bs=に :r/C:r)“ /a′

“

8)

α
軍 = Cbr(α 平

)°
bS′      (69)

cbr = C:r/C:r.         (70)

This correction factor was calcu■ ated as

■2B′
cbr = 0.995 ± 0。 001    for

とbr = o.981 1 0.003    for   2N.
(ii)Effect of background β rayS

We can not contro■ the spin― ensemb■e Of the recoi■

nuc.e.  2B and 12N whiCh ■andёd outs■ de the reco■ ■ stopper.

The effect due to the baCkground β rays emitted from the

outs■de'ofithe reco■ ■ stopper can be treated as a

mixing effect such as the One due to the β―decay branch.  The

mixing amp■ itude of the background β ray WaS examined by

comparing the β―ray―energy sepctrum in the regu■ ar measurement′

to the one observed without the recoil stopper (See Fig= ■9b).

ェn the actual condition a■ most al■  reco■ ■ nuc■ e■ were stopped

■n the reco■ l stopper′  there fore′  the m■ x■ ng attp■ itude

dさtermined by the above method gives us the uppell limit・

●

●
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The correction factor ce for the effect of background

B rays was also defined in the same way as the case of (i).

The amount of t.he C" was

1)
CB = 0'989 for '-B'

cB = 0'998 for 12lo'

(iii) Effect of B-ray scattering

The p rays which were scattered by the chamber wall,

electromagnet and the Mg sample, lose their initial information

of the B-ray energy and the angular distribution considerably.

The effect of the scattering on the measurements of the

alignment terms might be the largest for the B rays which

was backscattered by the wall and the Mg sample. The order

of the magnitude of the backscattering was examined by

comparing the B-ray-energy spectrum observed. in the regular

measurement to the one with far less backscattering Source,

e,g., chamber wall of lucite and recoil stopper of the thin

A1 foil whose thickness was 5Um. The result is shown in Fig. 19.

The correction factor C" estimated from Lhis curve by the same

method as described in the section (i) was

c = 0.998 for t'",
s

= 0.995 for 121t.

This estimation was tested by the following method. The

effects of the B-ray scatterings and the B-decay branches are

large in the polarization terms as already mentioned. Thus

the measurement of the energy dependence of the polarization

terms,6-(E), was performed in the normalization cycle of the
+

regular measurement in order to estimate the order of B-ray

む

●

●
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(iv) Effect of finite solid angle of B-ray counter telescope

The B ray was observed by the counters of finite size,

which is described in the section IV- (1) c) . The angular distrib-

ution near 0=0 or 0=r.r was aveiaged in the solid angle of the

counter telescope accordingly. This affects also both measure-

ments of the polarization and the alignment terms. The

correction factor for the finite solid angle can be determined

in the same way as in the case of (i)

scattering.  The order

dence of δ
平
(E)and the

curves ■n Fig. ■9.

α
手  : Ω (α

手 °bS・

cΩ was calculated as
cΩ = 1.04 

± 0.O■

cΩ    
■。04 ± 9.Ol

of the difference of the enerqy depen-

coef f icients cr+ was obtained from the

(72)

●

for 
■2B′

for 
■2N.

The total correction Ca to the coefficients o- was
+

obtained from the product of the all correction factors

mentioned in the above sections (i), (ii) ' (jii) and (iv) as
1)t1 : (1 c C C^ = L.02 t 0.01 for *-8,

] 
vt - 'br 'B -s -s) 't)

= L.02 ! 0.01 for --N.

The values of cbr, cB, cs, cn and ca were negligibly sma1l

compared with the statistical error of the coefficients o
+

Therefore we did not make any correction on the o , however
+

included the (Ct - 1) value .i,nto the uncertainti:es of final

:'values of o-.
+

●
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(4) Table of the experimental results

The present experimental results are summarized in

Table III, IV and V. The relevant physical quantities of
■2B and 

・
2N are 

■ttsted in Tab■ e II.

●

●

●
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Table II. Decay Properties

12B ■2N

T1/2 a) 20。 41± 0.06 msec       10.97± 0。 04 msec
■

TransitiOn to the ges.

(.7r′  T′  Tz)        (.+′ l′ ―■)'(0+′ 0′ 6)    (i+11′ +■ )。 (0+′ 0′ 0)

End…point energy   ■3.88 MeV              ■6.83 MeV
(inCluding      ‐

rest mass)

BranChing ratio(2)97.■ 3± 0。 3■ 2           94.45± 0.48老

a Transition to

the 4.44-MeV leve1(2+) L.2g t 0.05? 2.10 t 0.16g

the 7 .65-MeV tevel (0+) 1.5 t 0.3 Z 2.7 t 0.4 Z

a) F. Ajenberg― Selove′  Nuc■ . Phys. A248 (■ 975)■ .

●
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Table II工 .    ProductiOn of the Polarized ・
2B and 

・
2N

12B 12N

●
Reaction

Energy of the
incident particle

Beam current

12" (a,p) 12e

1.5 MeV

5 11A

10B(3He′
n)・

2N

3:O MeV

■O llA

Rёcoi■  angle             40～ 75°             25～ 45°

(Or)

,。
(initia■  po■ ,riZation)■ 1。 05± 0。 03 亀       20.04± 0。 13 t

■
。{initia■  alignment)    ～+6% ～+6Z

●

,
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Table IV. Spin-Ensemble Control

●

12B                 ■2N

4+ _■
~                  26.7±

0。 3 2        57。 8± 0.4 七

(average)

PItt   Ptt.                006■ ± 0.03 t       O.0■ ± 0。 16 t

(aVerage)|

●

spin―■attice
re■ axatiOn time

for ス

for P

Sign of egQ in Mg negative

Crystal orientation 0o
of Mg (c-axis as to HO)

35。 5± 0。 8 msec     62.2± 6。 4 msec

■00.■ ±0.2 msec    267± 4 msec

negative

900

Degree of achievement

n^^ (D.Q.r) 0.954 t 0.004 0.958 t 0.006
uu

n (S.e.T) 0'955t0'008 0'963t0'013
+n 0.957!0.007 0.960t0-014

Magnetic moment ub) +1.003 t 0.001 +0.4571 t 0.0005
(n.m)

●

b) Ke Sugimoto′  Ko Nakai′  K. MatSuda and T. Minamisono′

」。 Phys. Soc. Japa, 25 (1968)■ 258。

●
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Tab■ e V。 Coefficients e (3/MeV)
一
十

α_ (■ 2B) α+ (■
2N)

● Run  I贅

Run  工工★

Average士

+0。 025± 0.034

-0。 001± 0。 021

-0.277± 0.048

-0.267± 0。 056

+0。 006± 0.0■ 8 -0。 273± 0。 037

″

Result

uncerta■nties

energy sca■ e (4.32)

β―deCay branch correction

β…SCattering

background

so■ id ang■e

counting statistics

TOtal

+0。 006± 0.0■ 8 -0.273± 0。 041

0。 0003

0.0001

0。 0001

0。 0001

0。 0003

0。 0■ 8

0.018

0。 012

0.006

0.002

0100■

0。 01■

0。 037

0.041

* uncertainties are due to counting statistics only.

●
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v.  Rё Su■ t and DiSCussion

The coefficients α_  nd α+ fOF  2B and 12N were

determ■ ned in the present exper■ ment as

.              α_(eXp)= +(00006 ± 0。 0■8) を/MeV′

α+(eXp)= 
―(00273 ± 0。 04■ ) を/MeV0

The present resu■ tS′  α_(exp)and α+(exp)′  ar9 c°nsistent with

the theoretica■  ヤalues given by M. MOrita et al.43)without

SCC′

α (theOry)= +(00001 ± 0・ 003) 名/MeV′

、ヽl  α+(theory)= 
二(0・ 269 ± 0。 006) 2/単eV・

(1) The differencさ , (α _―α
+)′  ald SeC° nd c■ass current

The differOnCe′  (α _―α
+)′  giveS us the information on the

second class ■nduced tenSOr term ■n a nuc■ ear mode■  independent

way.

Exper■mental and theoretiCa■  values for the difFerenCe′

(α _― α
+)′  are

(αニニα+)exp = +(00279± 00045)2/MeV′

(α ニーα+)theory = +(0・
270± 0。 007) 2/MeV・

The theoretica■  value waS Obta■ ned、■n the ■mpulSe apprOx■ mation

withOut scco  S9 thiS agreement is COns■ Stent w■ th no appr,c■ ab■ e

amount of SCC′ and with Smal■  effect6 of the Off― ma ss― she■■

effect  and the exchange current.  The nuclear form factOr for

scc was obta■ ned in the nuclear mode■  indepenoent Way′  name■ y

e■ ementary partic■ e treatment as′

Fl幼 /FlD一

"』

3± L00を /Mev′

using the experimenta■  resu■t Of the weak magnetism for, faCt6r

●

●
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given by wu et al .t') ,

FM/Flll=ω
・

ё±∝的 名/Mさv.

The fundamental coupling constant for SCC can be determined

from the present (o_-ct*) as
?

f- = -(0.21 I 0.63) f^/zM,
I'.f|

assuming the impulse approximation and using the following

weak magnetism of a free nucleon,

●

fw = -3.7 fv/2M。 (73)

Thus we can conclude that there is no appreciable G-parity

irregular SCC in the nuclear B decay.

Allowing no SCC, the present (cr_-cl*) can be directly compared

with the results of CVC test in A = L2 system. They are the

coefficients a; in the spectral shape factorl2) 'r3) and the

garnma width ,rnn) or r2gx (T:1, Tr=0, r=1+;. These three

values are related to the value of narl as follows,

o. q. = 1 a , 174)
?J

a- - a+ = f u*, (75)

r = :-+- tr3 !!-!91:-9*)- r' (76)'y - flT37 "y ------TE-

Here E^, is Y-ray energy, ft is ft-vdlues of the B decay

of 12, ot 12N 45) , ft 1o+ * o+; is ft-value of the o* * o+

transitiorr46) (prrr. Fermi transition) and l.r= 37.0 1 I.0 ttl"V47) .

鵞 工n extracting the va■ ue of Tall from the ,peё lral ,|lpe fa9tor

the Cou■ mb cOFrOctibl‐ was iade12).

●
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Fig. 20 Comparison of the present result with data for

CVC test in A = 12 system referring to the quantity

a = gW/gA' a=二
≒嘉キ fv/fA  9・

2 2/MeV fOr the free nuc■ eon.

- The closed circles represent the va{ues extracted from the
a

spectral shape'factor by the Columbia gtorrpl2) .rrd by the

Heidelberg groupt3), the open circle is the value from linear

E fittings, the closed sguare is from the analogue Ml y

transiti on47) , the double circle is from the present result

and open square is from the (o--cl*) by Lonvain and ETHZ

groop=48). Two recent theoretical prediction by M. Morita

"t "t.15) and H. Behrens and L. szybisz tt.49)'t1"o shown-
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●

where "a" is expressed with fOrm factors as

a = gw/gA

~嚇 (特/fAl← 0・ 22/MeV fOr a free uncleon).

The na" va■ ues obtained from these three experiments are

shown in Fig。  20.  The mutual agreement in the various "a“

va■ues ■s fa■ rly goodo  Thus the present resu■ t is cons■ stent

w■th the prediction of the CVC theory and with absence of SCC.

(2) The sum′  (α _+α +)′  and mePon― eXChange current

The meson― exchange effect in the ax■ a■ vector current

can be ■nvestigated from the time component.

We extracted the time component from the sum′  (α _+α +)′  in

the A = 12 system.  The present resu■ t′  (α…+α +)ettp =

―(0.267 ± 0。 044)名 /MeV′  iS Consistent with the theoretica■

predicti9,′  (α _+α +)the6ry=~(0・
268± 0.007) 3/MeV′  giVen by

M◆ Motita et al.43)aζ Suming nO meson― exchange effectS With

the nuc■ ear model of COhen―kurath16).  This fact suggeStS that

meson― exchange effect is Sma■ 1。

(3) Other tOpiCS in the masS-12 system

Experiments in the A=■ 2 system were reported by the

Louvain and ETHZ grgups48)using ス～:PO anl p～ :PO′  W,iCh Were

produced by only population equaliZation by use 9f NMR or leve■

crosSing techn■ que O).  Their resu■itS agreed with our re,ultS′

however′  the■ r analyseS have an ambig● ity in the‐ tFeatment of

the intensity difference of ・
2B or 12、 between the positive and

■6gative alignment Cyc■ es.  工n Order tO extract thё  c9effiC■ ents

●

●

●
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Ao_ as a function of E purely from the ratio,
+

++++(W(O,A',P ')-W1e,a ,P ))/(W(0,A' 'P')+W(0,4 ,P )),

we need a precise production monitor which is independent

of the nuclear alignment and Lhe polarization. For example,

if we use the B-ray energy spectra for this purpose the term

acr-E and pcr-E remain in the above ratio. Here E is the
++

center of gravity for the energy region used for the

production monitor. Although the relibbility of the monitor

and the dependence on the relevant alignment and polarization

have a crucial role in the determination of the coefficients

ci- from the above ratj-o, the details of the monitor are not
+

discussed in their report at all. Thus we used only our ct-
+

values in our discussions on SCC and the time component.
●

●
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VI. Summary

The nuclear alignments , A(I2g)=1,0-14 and a (t2N) =!0.29,

were produced with negligibly sma1l polarizations for the

I experiment by which we obtained reliable values of o- to draw
+

a definite conclusion on SCC problem in the A=L2 system.

The coefficients o_ and cx,+ were determined from the alignment

terms. The present results of cl_ and cr* were insensitive to

the effects due to the $-decay branches and the B-ray

scatterings. The amount of the correction for the effects

was less than -5% of the cl- value.
+

The difference, (o_-cr*), provided uS a clear conclusion

on SCC , e.g. , the present (cl--cx.*) was consistent with
;- no appreciable second class induced tensor term and was

consistent with the CVC theory. The effect due to the isospin

symmetry breaking by the Coulomb interaction on (cr--cr*) wast

neglected in the above discussion, however, the amount of the

effect was estimated to be about 10% of the (o--o*), but

not more than trratlS) .

The sum, (o-+ct*) , which singles out the time component of

J the axial vector current, gives us.information of the meson-

exchange current. The present (o_+o*) was consistent with

the prediction of the impulse approximation using the

Cohen-Kurath-type nuclear wave function. ft suggests a rather

small effect of the meson-exchange currents in this particular

nuclear sYstem.

●
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Appendix

A-1. NMR Technique: Dynamic conversion of a polarization to
an alignment

We can produce a nuc■ ear a■ ignment from a po■ arization

by interchanging magnetic substate popu■ ations.14) This method

is exp■ained in the fo■ lowing sectionse

(1) E■ectric quadrupo■ e interaction in a strong magnetic fie■ d

Because Of the presence of an e■ ectric field gradient(q)

which was super■ mposed to the static magnetic field′  the energy

gaps between relevant magnetic substates are different with

each other.  This difference enab■ es us to interchange the

magnetic subState popu■ ations by induc■ ng selective rf transiti9nS

(NMR)。   We uSed the interna■ 二e■ ec tric― fie■d gradient of a Mg

s■ngle crysta■ for the present purpose.  The direction of q

was set para■ ■el to the static magnё tic field for the 12B

exper■ment and was set perpendicu■ ar for the  2N exper■ment,

The Ham■ lton■ an fёr this e■ectromagnetic fie■ d is given as

H = HM + HQ .    (A-1)

Here

H立
 = ~γ

hH6・ z'    (今
‐2)

e^f)l'He = aTdH'' tiG cos20-t) Gr'zz-r(r+1) )+

?,-?.6(Jsinocose) {r, (l*+r-) + (r++r-) rr}+f,sin'o trf+r1l t . (A-3)

Here

H^ is the strong magnetic fie1d,
o

y is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio,

q is the field gradient,

O is the nuclear electric quadrupole moment,

0 is the polar angle between Ho and q

and I is Lhe nuclear sPin.

静

●
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Here the field gradient is assumed to be axially symmetric.

If the condition, }rHo>>eqQ, is satisfied, then the first order

perturbation theory gives the energy of the magnetic substate

for I =n as
z

Em = ~mflωL + 雷ヂQ{3m2 _ ェ(1+■ )} (3cos20_.). (A-4)

Here

u)^ = 3eqQ/2I (2I-1)n and (A-5)
U

rL = yHo. (A-6)

The enerqy 1evel is schematically shown in Fig. 2I for
L2_ t2.,^ .tr, lrr*-B(0=0) and --N(0=;) with eqQ<0 and y>0 .

For simplicity, we define the two transition frequencies

as uH for high frequency and vr for 1ow frequency.

;
(2) Interaction of nuclear spin with rf

Here we discuss the motion of a nuclear spin interacting

with an rf magnetic field. If the frequency of rf satisfy the

relationr 0r0=(Ea-Eb),/h, where E. and EO are the energies of the

substates a and b, then we can neglect the presence of other

leveIs in good approximation if lr'-tolla>>L, where 2D is FWHM

of the resonance spectrum for NMR and trt' is for other resonance.
; In the adiabatic fast passage (AFP), the frequency of rf is

swept across the resonance 0J0 r and approaches the neighbouring

resonance u)'. We can, however, suppress the effect of the

neighbouring resonance by modulating the amplitude sinusoldally

as a function of time. Therefore, the motion of nuclear spin

can be treated as a two-level system.

●
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0=0,fI 0=サ
,

m=-1 m=-1

of magnetic subst:ates of 12e(e=o)

ロ

FiO. 21   Energy leve■ s

and 
■2N(0=3) in ttg・

●

●
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Inl the two― ■evel system an arbitra■ y

expressed as L=;20 +′ 。こ′ using Pau■ i spin

′0=tr{L}′  S=〕σ and σ is Pau■ i spin matrix.

operator L can be

matrrx, wnere

The total Hamiltonian,

, (I++工 _)+(工 +十
1_)工

z}

) ]

(A-7)

(A-8)

●

,:z = 1。 す キ鵡
Hi =ッ /工 (I― ■)Hl ′

ヤ' =γ ・

The density matrix p of this two-level system can

l_1 expressed as p = ; * mqs. The equation of motion

spin is given as

〕(3cos20_1)′

■/i(dρ/dt)=― [イタp]。                  (A― ■5)

From above two Eql。  (A-8)and (A-15)′  it turns out to be

(A-9)

(A― ■0)

(A―■1)

(A―■2)

(A―■3)

(A―■4)

also be

for the nuc■ear

響〓
ｄｍ
一ｄｔ

●

X=― γhHolz+島
零 争 可

[)(3cos20_1)(3工
,―

工(・ +・ ))

+3SinecosO{Iz

+:sin20(.阜 +工 i

―γttH 1 0 1′

can be transformed as

イ=〕 E。 ―γth(H.es).
Here EOr y'and H'can be determined from the matrix element.

Hr and y'are the virtual magnetic field and gyromagnetic ratio.

'In our system these parameters are

E。  = γhH。  + 鵡         (3cos20_1){ 〕二I(工 +1)} ′
日' = H8 + Hi ′

H8x = 18, = 0′

x Hl.
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,

This equation is the same as the classical equation of motion

for the magnetic moment m in the magnetic field H'. Thus

the motion of nuclear spin can be explained c1assically.

(3) Adiabatic fast Passage

If we sweep the frequency of the rf field across a

resonanc€ 0ro=(Em-Em r)/h wiLh an adequate sweep velocity, then

the populations in the magnetic substates, a* and a*, can be

interchanged.

In the rotating coordinate system whose rotation frequency

and direction are the same as the one of the rf field and the

one of the static field, respectively, the magnetic moment

precesses around the effective field Heff'

Heff = k(Ho - $t + i.Hr. (A-17)

Here

k is the unit vector of z-axis,

i is the unit vector of x-axis

in the rotating frame and

ur is the frequency of the rf field-

The effective field Heff turns around as the rf frequency is

swept across the resonance frequency (oq='fHa). The nuclear spin

follows the effective field, Lf the angular velocity is slow

enough compared with the Larmor frequencY YHeff. This condition

is most severe at the resonance frequericf td67 and is expressed as

轟i器 <千 YHi (A-18)

●
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r Heff ω/T

b)

Ficl. 23 Effective magnetic field as a function of rf sweep

lfhe direction of an effective field in a rotating frame with

the angular velocity of trl is inverted as the frequency is

swept across a resonance freqoarr.y to. As the result, the

nuclear spin follows Heff if the adiabatic condition is

satisfied, and is simultaneously inverted. The direction of

the effective field is recovered to the initial direction

after the rf modutation when the sweep does not cover the

resonance frequency.
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In the actual experiment the rf amplitude was also modulated

sinusoidally as a function of time as shown in Fig. 22

The motion of effective field direction is explained

schematically in Fig. 23.

If the frequency modulation passes the resonance frequency,

the effective field is inverted as Fig. 23a, and the nuclear

spin is also inverted as far as the adiabatic condition

(A-18) is satisfied. When the f4equency modulation does

not cover the resonance, then the field direction is not

changed after the frequency modulation as shown in Fig. 23b

and the direction of nuclear spin which fol-lows Heff

is also preserved. The effective field is the smallest at

the resonance, namely Hr, then the nuclear spin can be easily

perturbed by the field of environment such as nuclear dipole

field. The amount of HI to hold the nuclear spin to the

directiol of Heff was empillically known as YHIt2nD, where

2D is FWHIvI of resonance curve for NMR spectrum.

The actual conditions for the rf were as fo110ws:

Duration of tf = 2.5msp

Modulation width = -Z}kjHz

rf amplitude = -7 Gauss for the transition(m=0+p=tl),

= -20 Gauss for the transition(m=I+m=-l).

●

●

●
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(4) Equalization method

When the rf is on resonance, the nuclear spin precesses

around [I, with the frequency of YlIl as the nuclear spin is

observed in the rotating frame. Generally the precession

frequency is distributed around YH, because of the existence of

the dipolar field and inhomogeneities of Ht and Ho. After the

time which satisfies the inequality VHrt>1, the transverse

polarization P" vanishes by the phase dispersion of this Larmor

precession. In the actual experiment we need to modulate the

rf frequencies repeatedly to cover the resonance width due to

the inhomogeneity of Ho and the dipolar field j-n order to

destroy the polarization completely; Here, this modulation

speed need not to satisfy the adiabatic condition.

The typical rf field conditions were as follows:

Duration of rf = 2.5ms.

Modulation width = -13kt{z

Modulation rePetition = -6 times.

rf amPlitude

we can also equalize the magnetic substate populations

nhnicrrte: rf i modulation stops at'by the AFP technique; If the f req-uency

the resonanee frequency, the nucleal spins r,'rhich follow the

effective field are left at the transverse position, and the

z component of the polarization vanishes'

中

●
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(5) rf coil and electromagnet

The homogeneities of the static magnetic field and the

amplitude of the rf field are essential to control successfully

the spin ensemble bY use of the NMR-

The NMR spectra of 12g .rrd 12u in a Mg single crystal in

a strong magnetic field were observё d previous■y in our group.7)

The resu■ ts are shOWn in Fig. 24.  In this experiment the rf

frequenc■es were about lMHz.  The w■ dth of the resonance curve

must be narrow enOugh to induce selective rf transitions8  They

are two single quantum transitions with ν=ν L and ν
H′
 and one

doub■ e―quantum transition with ν = 
〕

(ν L+υH)・
  The inhomogeneity

of our static magnetic fie■ d was ■ess than ■t in the

effective area of the reco■ ■ stoppero  As the rf frequency was

about lMHz′  therefore the width from this inhomogeneity was

about 10kHz.  ThiS conditi6n was narrow enough to achieve AFP。

The map 9f the fie■d strength together with tle pOle piece

of the electromagnet is shown in Fig。  25.

We developped a new type of rf coil whosё  shape is shown

in Fig. 2 to insert the rf coil into the chamber of rotating

target and to produce a relatively strong and hom9gene10us H.・

The homogeneity of Hl in this とOil was ～■08:  The

inductaice was 33 11H (70 11H)fOr ・
2B (12N)′

 and H. fiさ■d

of ～30 Gauss was easily produced.  The rf magnetic fie■d of

～20 Causs was enough for DQT′  and thё  field of ～7 Gauss was

enough for SQT.

●
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A-II. Nuclear alignment converted from the polarization

(1) Amounts of the poLarization and the alignment

The B-ray angular distribution from polarized

nuclei can be expressed as the following equation neglecting

higher order terms.

W(0) = I + Apcose. (A-19)

Here A is the asymmetry parameter, which is +1 (-1) for
12N(123)decay.  

工n this experiment we observed up― down

counting ratio′  W(0)/w(・ r)′  frOm the two counter te■ escopes

set at o=O and o=7T in Order to measure the polarization

and tO  deduce the alignment.

The ratio ■s expressed as

器|=:器暑辞=器辞′  い-20)

where C is proportiona■  to the production rat9′  and cO and

c  are the efficiё ncies of the counters at e=o and O=7r′
7T

rё spectivelyo  For thё polarization ―P reversed by AFP

thё ratio ■s expressed as

冊 )R二 岩 訴.  ぃマD
We can obta■n the effic■ ency、 ratio c。/Cπ  rOm Eqs.

(A-20)and (A-2■ )as                      ,

%た π=/10ヵ m)x師 o/wO)]・ けa
lf we know the efficiency ratio′  then we can obtain the

pO■arization frOm the equation (A-20)′

●

●
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The amount of the al-ignment can be determined from the

polarizations Pr, P* and n-tt and the degree of achievement

for NMR technique. The magnetic substate populations for

counting sections I and II are schematically shown in Fig.26"

rn the counting section rt aliao was achieved by the preceding

equalization rf.
a_1

a
O

al

m=-l a。  
―δ

a_. +δ

al

Fig. 25 Control of the substate populations
in the main routine.

The polarizations PI and nlt can be expressed using

these populations am's as,

P土 = al   a_■  ′

P..= a. … ao tt δ。

Here δ is defined using the degree of achievement n fOr AFP

for single quantum tranSitiOn as

δ
=(■

 ― η)(a。‐ ― a_.)′    (A-26)

where a ts are norma■ ized as′
m

l = ai + ao   a_1 .

From Eqs. (A-24)′  (A-25)

obta■ned as′

P = 1 - 3(a_. + δ)

= 2P. ― P.I ~ 2δ .      (A-28)

δ is expressed with thё  polaF‐iZatiol ptt a,

δ = (■ ― η)(al ― a_1)+ (1 - η)δ e

Ｏ

　

　

ｌ

●

●

(A-24)

(A-25)

(A-27)

and (A-27)the alignment va■ ue is

●

～ (1 - η)Pェ
.
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I{ere 6e = d, - a0 3 0, and thus (1-n)6" is the higher order

term. *

Then a is
4=2η P.― PH・ (A-30)

From Eq. (A-30) we can obtain Eq. (24l. , and also obtain

Eq. (25) by the same way.

la+-a-1 , =2lp:+)n(+)r*(-) (-)' .ojl)*nj:)t. , (24)r' ,t, r , '-(I n ltr-ttll -flII ,t,

_ + : rro(+) r_(+l*o!)_t^(-)t, _rol+)*"1:)r e5)IA' -A l rr: ztpitt/n''' o rrr,,r J tr-Lelr' +prr' Jt2,

where plus and minus signs refer to positive and negative

alignment production cycles, respectively.

* The difference of a, and u0 depends on the degree of
a

achievement for the equalization of the, populations of the

relevant substates. If the egualization is perfect, then

o (*t r-l ?
- r '*ni '.= 70. The typical values for these polarizations

in the present experiment were

p (+) *o (-): ., . .t 6 - g* f.r L2'.- r - r -6'13, iPO= 16'94 for --B,

11+)+Pl~)= 29:92′     :PO= ,0・ 9'  for  ・2N.

a The good agreement of experimental values of ,nj*'*nj-') and
3yO indicates that the equalization was well achieved.

This was also shown in Fig. 6. So we can neglect the difference

of a, (aO) and aO (a-r) in calculating the value of 6.

●
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(2) Degree of achievement for AFP

The substate populations of the test routine are

schematicalJ-y shown in Fig . 27 .

０
　
　
１

ａ
　

　

ａ

●

m=-I

0

1

a_. to -6'

a.+6.
-tt

t1

(A-34)

.-t*6 i+6 t

a -6.-6-ol-E

"r

●

Fig. 27  Spin―e nsen

Here δ.

lb■e con

.  nd 
δf are defined as

trol in the tes t routine

δ.

. = (■
―n) (a。 ―a二.) ′

δ
f = (■

―η)

(A-3■ )

(a。 -6i…a_.~δ
i)

= (■ ―η)              

′

(a。―a_.)- 2,i(■―η)αδ

The δ. is a■ so                       

・・

■

.     (A-32)

expressed w■ th

δ.:                      the po■

arizatic )n P.

.=(1-η )P.+(1-n)6e′

営
11-n)P・・

From th( 3 magnetic subsl

(A-33)

ヒate popu■ations the next rela

obta■ ned′

tion ■s

PI 二
 Ptt I工  = δi + δ

f

～ 2δ 。.
■

The degree of achieveTent nsQ is determine, from

the Eqs。  (A-33)and (A… 34)as

(1-nsQ)T(PI~PIェ
エ
)/2P..     (A-35)

●
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By the same methodlthe degree Of achievement pDQ f° r d°ub■ 9

quantum tran,itiOn can be obta■ ned as

δi = (1 - ηDQ)(a. 
― a_.)

(A-36)= (・  ~ ηDQ)PI

δf = (■
 ― rlDQ)PI ~ 2δ i(■

 ― ηDQ)

(A-37)
～ δ

主

P工
 ~ P Itt I = 2 (δ i tt 

δf)～
 4(■―ηDQ)PI  (A…

38)

(・  ~ ηDQ)= (P. 
― P..I)/4P. 。        (A-39)

we must cons■ der the effect due tO the nuc■ ear ■ifetime

T and the sp■ n― lattiCe relaxation time Tl in dedu9ing the degree

of achievement.  The diagram of COunt Section and rf sectiOn 
■n

the test routine is ShOWn in Fig。  28。

+ Ate●

Figr 28  TimeTSequence pr07ram

FrOm a Simple ca■ cu■ation the va■ ues

and t=t2 are obta■ ned as

P(tl)= P. tt            e~(t・  I

the test routrne

polarization at t=tl

△t)/Tl, (A-40)

(A-4■ )

(A-42)

ｒ
　
　
ｆ

０

　
　
０

ｆ

・                P(t2)= PIエ ェ l              eΔ

t/Tl・

Here T iS defined by  キ = ll   l :

●
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USing Eqs. (A-35)′  (A-39}′  (A-40)and (A-4■ )the degree of

achievement are obta■ ned as

l― hsQ=    ′ い4鋤

■~η
ЬQ=      い・ 1)

0

●

●
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III. Electronics and diagram of the system control
(1) Counter system

The diagram of counting circuit is schematically shown

in Fig.29. The counter telescope consisted of A, B' C nad E.

We used Hamamatsu R329 phototubes for 6E counters A, B, C and

an RCA4522 phototube for an energy counter E. The two kinds

of signals, fast and slow signals were separated from the

signal produced in the energy counter. The fast signal of 5

nsec width was used for four-counter coincidence (A n B n:d A,E)

and pile-up rejection. At the high counting rate as the case
1t

of t'B experiment, the pulse hight psectrum was distorted in

the high energy region due to the pile-up effect, if the pile-

up signal was not rejected. The slow signal included the

information of B-ray energy was gated at the linear gate. The

gate was opened by the coincidence signal. If more than two

pulses entered in a gate time, the fast signals were rejected

at the pile-up rejector.

●

The typical counting rate of

the linear gate was 2000 cps for

respectively, in this experiment.

reduced to -0.05% of the counting

actual data taking.

the energy signal
1)--B and 50 cps for

The rate of the

rate for the L2g

which passed
tr",

pile-up was

in the
●
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we used the only one PHA memory for the two ADcfs which

were used to analyze the energy signals from the two energy

counters, namely UP (0=n) and DOWN (0=0) counters. Residual

parts of the system were used for the prevention of the

two counter system from interfering with each other at the

input stage of the PHA memory. Accidental coincidence

signals between UP and DOWN counters were removed at the

pile-up rejector and at the input stage of ADgrs and OR gates'

The counter system was blocked during the production time

by a conmon gate system to save the counters from the after

effect due to the intense beam burst. Especially for a energy

counter, the signal was blocked at the second dinode of the

phototube.

The same counter system as the one used in the acllE

measurement was used at 0=0 for the B-ray detection in the

measurem€nt of B-Y correlation. The 4'44-MeV y ray was

detected by the 5uO x 5" NaI (Tl) . Using the B-y coincidence

signal,B-rayspectrumoftheB.decaybranchtothefirst

excited state of 12C tt" obtained. The B-ray-energy spectra

for the transitions to the ground and the first excited state

of 12c r"r" simultaneously stored i' trre PHA memory.

●

●

●
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Fig. 29a Counting system for the observation of B-ray*

energy spectra. The output signal from the energy-counter

E was killed at the second dynode of the RCA 4522 phototube

during the beam burst and rf time. For 6E counters'

U the signals were gated at the input stage of discriminators.

The gate of energy signal was opened by the coincidence

signal (Ar',g^dng) which passed the pile-up rejector' The

energy signal from the linear gate was transferred to the

pHA after the accidentally mixed signals from the UP (0=n)

and DOWN (0=0) counters was removed at the input stage of

thE PTIA.

(nr'': emitter follower, DISC: discriminator, TFA: timing

I filter amplifier, COIN: coincidence unit, PG: pile up gate,

GG: gate generator, sc: scalor, PS-E and PS-S: pulse shaper'

LG: linear gate, SSA: spectra scopy amplifier, ADC: anolog

to digital converter, OR: or gate, PHA: pulse height analyzer.)

●
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Memory Shifter

Fig. 29b Counting system for B-Y correlation. The

coincidence rate of S ray and 4.44-MeV Y ray was measured.

Simultaneously B-ray-energy spectra of the transitions to

the ground state and the first excited state of 12" t"t"

accumulated in the different area of PHA memory- The

selection of the $ rays was performed by use of the

B-y coincidence system.

(rr: flip flop, UV: uni-vibrator, SCA: single channel

analyzer, CFTD: c'onstant fraction timing discriminator,

TAC: time to amplitude converter.)
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(2) rf system

The rf system is schematically shown in Fig. 32. The

rf processor was used to produce electric voltage leve1s which

were fed to the rf synthesizer in order to select the rf

frequency. The typical example of this frequency modulation
a

is shown in Fig; 9. The rf from the synthesizer was also

modulated in its amplitude sinusoidally as a function of time

at an rf gate. The amplitude modulation is shown in Fig. 33.

The power amplifier drived the rf coil to produce H, enough

to control the spin ensemble by the NMR technique. The level
of the output power of this amplifier was controlled properly

by selecting voltage leveIs which was fed into the screen grid

of 5F2ORA in the power arnplifier. This was necessary to
a produce suitable rf amplitude for the spin ensemble control.

The whole system was supervised by a mini-computer
(oKr-MrNrrAC 7000).

(3) Control system

The total system of this experiment was synchronized with

the rotation of the target holder. The control signal was

produced by a pair of photo-couplers which picked up the

e position of the rotating target. Using this control signal

the beam was pulsed, e.9., the beam bombarded the target when

the target was in the right position in the beam line. An

bff-beam signal triggered the clock signal. Referring to this
clock the computer controlled the rf and the PHA system, and

the whole detection systems in every cycles. The counter

system was blocked by the busy signals of the rf processor

and the beam control system. The diagram of the control
a sysLem is shown in Fig. 9.
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The six kinds of energy spectra from Up (0=n) and

DOWN (0=0) counters were time-sequentially stored in the PHA

memory. These were the energy spectra in the counting sections

l, II a.nd IIf with the positive and negative alignments.

I The data accumulation system including the trHA system was

also supervised by the computer.

●
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e

RF Circuitry ond Control System

Counter Gqte

(power amp)

Fig. 32 rf control system. The experimental system was

synchronized with the rotation of the target holder. The

beam chopper was switched on following the signal of the

rotor in the beam path. During the off-beam time the rf
processor produced signal for the frequency and the

amplitude modulations following the commands from the

computer. The rf synthesizer produced the rf which was

modulated in the frequency. The rf was transmitted to the

power amplifier, and also was modualted in the amplitude at
the gate AM. The amplitude of the rf was also suitably selected

for the SQT and DQT, respectively, by selecting suitable
voltages for the screen-grid of 5F20RA. in the power amplifier.

(CLOCK: clock pulser, SINE: sine wave generator

SUM: summing amplifier, AM: gate for amplitude modulation,

RAMPs ramp generator, Res Amp: resonance amplifier.)
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Fig. 33 Schematic view of rf amplitude modulation
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